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Campaign Finance and Political Polarization - Raymond J. La Raja
2015-10-06
Efforts to reform the U.S. campaign finance system typically focus on the
corrupting influence of large contributions. Yet, as Raymond J. La Raja
and Brian F. Schaffner argue, reforms aimed at cutting the flow of money
into politics have unintentionally favored candidates with extreme
ideological agendas and, consequently, fostered political polarization.
Drawing on data from 50 states and the U.S. Congress over 20 years, La
Raja and Schaffner reveal that current rules allow wealthy ideological
groups and donors to dominate the financing of political campaigns. In
order to attract funding, candidates take uncompromising positions on
key issues and, if elected, take their partisan views into the legislature.
As a remedy, the authors propose that additional campaign money be
channeled through party organizations—rather than directly to
candidates—because these organizations tend to be less ideological than
the activists who now provide the lion’s share of money to political
candidates. Shifting campaign finance to parties would ease polarization
by reducing the influence of “purist” donors with their rigid policy
stances. La Raja and Schaffner conclude the book with policy
recommendations for campaign finance in the United States. They are
among the few non-libertarians who argue that less regulation,
the-polarized-public

particularly for political parties, may in fact improve the democratic
process.
Polarized America - Nolan McCarty 2008-01-25
The idea of America as politically polarized—that there is an
unbridgeable divide between right and left, red and blue states—has
become a cliché. What commentators miss, however, is that increasing
polarization in recent decades has been closely accompanied by
fundamental social and economic changes—most notably, a parallel rise
in income inequality. In Polarized America, Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole,
and Howard Rosenthal examine the relationships of polarization, wealth
disparity, immigration, and other forces, characterizing it as a dance of
give and take and back and forth causality. Using NOMINATE (a
quantitative procedure that, like interest group ratings, scores politicians
on the basis of their roll call voting records) to measure polarization in
Congress and public opinion, census data and Federal Election
Commission finance records to measure polarization among the public,
the authors find that polarization and income inequality fell in tandem
from 1913 to 1957 and rose together dramatically from 1977 on; they
trace a parallel rise in immigration beginning in the 1970s. They show
that Republicans have moved right, away from redistributive policies that
would reduce income inequality. Immigration, meanwhile, has facilitated
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the move to the right: non-citizens, a larger share of the population and
disproportionately poor, cannot vote; thus there is less political pressure
from the bottom for redistribution than there is from the top against it. In
"the choreography of American politics" inequality feeds directly into
political polarization, and polarization in turn creates policies that
further increase inequality.
Polarized - James E. Campbell 2018-03-27
An eye-opening look at how and why America has become so politically
polarized Many continue to believe that the United States is a nation of
political moderates. In fact, it is a nation divided. It has been so for some
time and has grown more so. This book provides a new and historically
grounded perspective on the polarization of America, systematically
documenting how and why it happened. Polarized presents
commonsense benchmarks to measure polarization, draws data from a
wide range of historical sources, and carefully assesses the quality of the
evidence. Through an innovative and insightful use of circumstantial
evidence, it provides a much-needed reality check to claims about
polarization. This rigorous yet engaging and accessible book examines
how polarization displaced pluralism and how this affected American
democracy and civil society. Polarized challenges the widely held belief
that polarization is the product of party and media elites, revealing
instead how the American public in the 1960s set in motion the increase
of polarization. American politics became highly polarized from the
bottom up, not the top down, and this began much earlier than often
thought. The Democrats and the Republicans are now ideologically
distant from each other and about equally distant from the political
center. Polarized also explains why the parties are polarized at all,
despite their battle for the decisive median voter. No subject is more
central to understanding American politics than political polarization,
and no other book offers a more in-depth and comprehensive analysis of
the subject than this one.
Trust in a Polarized Age - Kevin Vallier 2020-10-21
Americans today don't trust each other and their institutions as much as
they once did. The collapse of social and political trust has arguably
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fueled our increasingly ferocious ideological conflicts and hardened
partisanship. But is today's decline in trust inevitable or avoidable? Are
we caught in a downward spiral that must end in institutional decay or
even civil war, or can we restore trust through our shared social
institutions? In Trust in a Polarized Age, political philosopher Kevin
Vallier offers a powerful counter-narrative to the prevailing sense of
hopelessness that dogs the American political landscape. In an
unapologetic defense of liberalism that synthesizes political philosophy
and empirical trust research, Vallier restores faith in our power to
reduce polarization and rebuild social and political trust. The solution is
to strengthen liberal democratic political and economic institutions--highquality governance, procedural fairness, markets, social welfare
programs, freedom of association, and democracy. These institutions not
only create trust, they do so justly, by recognizing and respecting our
basic human rights. Liberal institutions have safeguarded trust through
the most tumultuous periods of our history. If we heed the arguments
and data in this book, trust could return.
Polarized America - Nolan McCarty 2008-01-25
An analysis of how the increasing polarization of American politics has
been accompanied and accelerated by greater income inequality, rising
immigration, and other social and economic changes.
The Great Alignment - Alan Abramowitz 2018-01-01
The most in-depth analysis to date of America's current political
polarization and the forces that led to a Trump presidency
The Disappearing Center - Alan Abramowitz 2010-01-01
Unstable Majorities - Morris P. Fiorina 2017-11-01
America is "currently fighting its second Civil War." Partisan politics are
"ripping this country apart." The 2016 election "will go down as the most
acrimonious presidential campaign of all." Such statements have become
standard fare in American politics. In a time marked by gridlock and
incivility, it seems the only thing Americans can agree on is this: we're
more divided today than we've ever been in our history. In Unstable
Majorities Morris P. Fiorina surveys American political history to reveal
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that, in fact, the American public is not experiencing a period of
unprecedented polarization. Bypassing the alarmism that defines
contemporary punditry, he cites research and historical context that
illuminate the forces that shape voting patterns, political parties, and
voter behavior. By placing contemporary events in their proper context,
he corrects widespread misconceptions and gives reasons to be
optimistic about the future of American electoral politics.
Responsible Parties - Frances McCall Rosenbluth 2018-01-01
How popular democracy has paradoxically eroded trust in political
systems worldwide, and how to restore confidence in democratic politics
Democracies across the world are adopting reforms to bring politics
closer to the people. Parties have turned to primaries and local caucuses
to select candidates. Ballot initiatives and referenda allow citizens to
enact laws directly. Many democracies now use proportional
representation, encouraging smaller, more specific parties rather than
two dominant ones. Yet voters keep getting angrier. There is a steady
erosion of trust in politicians, parties, and democratic institutions,
culminating most recently in major populist victories in the United
States, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere. Frances Rosenbluth and Ian
Shapiro argue that devolving power to the grass roots is part of the
problem, not the solution. Efforts to decentralize political decisionmaking make governments and especially political parties less effective
and less able to address constituents' long-term interests. To revive
confidence in governance, we must restructure our political systems to
restore power to the core institution of representative democracy: the
political party.
The Cycles of Constitutional Time - Jack M. Balkin 2020-08-01
What will happen to American democracy? The nation's past holds vital
clues for understanding where we are now and where we are headed. In
The Cycles of Constitutional Time, the eminent constitutional theorist
Jack Balkin explains how America's constitutional system changes
through the interplay among three cycles: the rise and fall of dominant
political parties, the waxing and waning of political polarization, and
alternating episodes of constitutional decay and constitutional renewal. If
the-polarized-public

America's politics seems especially fraught today, it is because we are
nearing the end of the Republican Party's political dominance, at the
height of a long cycle of political polarization, and suffering from an
advanced case of what he calls "constitutional rot." In fact, when people
talk about constitutional crisis, Balkin explains, they are usually
describing constitutional rot--the historical process through which
republics become less representative and less devoted to the common
good. Brought on by increasing economic inequality and loss of trust,
constitutional rot threatens our constitutional system. But Balkin offers a
message of hope: We have been through these cycles before, and we will
get through them again. He describes what our politics will look like as
polarization lessens and constitutional rot recedes. Balkin also explains
how the cycles of constitutional time shape the work of the federal courts
and theories about constitutional interpretation. He shows how the
political parties have switched sides on judicial review not once but twice
in the twentieth century, and what struggles over judicial review will
look like in the coming decades. Drawing on literatures from history, law,
and political science, this is a fascinating ride through American history
with important lessons for the present and the future.
The Polarized Public? - Alan Abramowitz 2013
Debuting in its first edition, The Polarized Public takes an in-depth look
at the seemingly irreconcilable divide between Republicans and
Democrats and argues that bi-partisanship remains elusive, not because
of politicians in the capitol, but because of the American public and their
fixation on party membership and loyalty. How did this intense
polarization develop? How has it influenced the current political climate?
How will it evolve and affect the upcoming presidential and
congressional elections? Alan Abramowitz addresses all of these
questions among others in this new, eye-opening addition to The Great
Questions in Politics series.
Why Washington Won't Work - Marc J. Hetherington 2015-09-14
Polarization is at an all-time high in the United States. But contrary to
popular belief, Americans are polarized not so much in their policy
preferences as in their feelings toward their political opponents: To an
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unprecedented degree, Republicans and Democrats simply do not like
one another. No surprise that these deeply held negative feelings are
central to the recent (also unprecedented) plunge in congressional
productivity. The past three Congresses have gotten less done than any
since scholars began measuring congressional productivity. In Why
Washington Won’t Work, Marc J. Hetherington and Thomas J. Rudolph
argue that a contemporary crisis of trust—people whose party is out of
power have almost no trust in a government run by the other side—has
deadlocked Congress. On most issues, party leaders can convince their
own party to support their positions. In order to pass legislation,
however, they must also create consensus by persuading some portion of
the opposing party to trust in their vision for the future. Without trust,
consensus fails to develop and compromise does not occur. Up until
recently, such trust could still usually be found among the opposition, but
not anymore. Political trust, the authors show, is far from a stable
characteristic. It’s actually highly variable and contingent on a variety of
factors, including whether one’s party is in control, which part of the
government one is dealing with, and which policies or events are most
salient at the moment. Political trust increases, for example, when the
public is concerned with foreign policy—as in times of war—and it
decreases in periods of weak economic performance. Hetherington and
Rudolph do offer some suggestions about steps politicians and the public
might take to increase political trust. Ultimately, however, they conclude
that it is unlikely levels of political trust will significantly increase unless
foreign concerns come to dominate and the economy is consistently
strong.
Democracies Divided - Thomas Carothers 2019-09-24
“A must-read for anyone concerned about the fate of contemporary
democracies.”—Steven Levitsky, co-author of How Democracies Die Why
divisions have deepened and what can be done to heal them As one part
of the global democratic recession, severe political polarization is
increasingly afflicting old and new democracies alike, producing the
erosion of democratic norms and rising societal anger. This volume is the
first book-length comparative analysis of this troubling global
the-polarized-public

phenomenon, offering in-depth case studies of countries as wide-ranging
and important as Brazil, India, Kenya, Poland, Turkey, and the United
States. The case study authors are a diverse group of country and
regional experts, each with deep local knowledge and experience.
Democracies Divided identifies and examines the fissures that are
dividing societies and the factors bringing polarization to a boil. In nearly
every case under study, political entrepreneurs have exploited and
exacerbated long-simmering divisions for their own purposes—in the
process undermining the prospects for democratic consensus and
productive governance. But this book is not simply a diagnosis of what
has gone wrong. Each case study discusses actions that concerned
citizens and organizations are taking to counter polarizing forces,
whether through reforms to political parties, institutions, or the media.
The book’s editors distill from the case studies a range of possible ways
for restoring consensus and defeating polarization in the world’s
democracies. Timely, rigorous, and accessible, this book is of compelling
interest to civic activists, political actors, scholars, and ordinary citizens
in societies beset by increasingly rancorous partisanship.
How Trump Happened - Steven E. Schier 2020-03-09
The stunning 2016 election and presidency of Donald Trump was
decades in the making. Three trends since the 1960s created the
conditions for his triumph. First, a growing popular discontent with
government, long evident in public opinion, created a widespread
distrust of established leaders and institutions. Second, America
underwent the rise of “professional government.” Governing
professionals are an elite built on merit through occupational
accomplishment. They now dominate interest groups, the bureaucracy,
courts, presidency, and Congress. Many government professionals
perceive little need to mobilize the public in the way parties did in
previous eras. This has furthered the sense of disconnect among the
public and created a self-reinforcing chain. Third, political parties and
governing institutions are now polarized into rival teams of ideological,
partisan elites. The intense battles between these divergent teams often
result in government gridlock. These conditions produce ripe
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opportunities for “outsider” candidates to mount popular movements
against politics as usual. How did Donald Trump leverage his outsider
status into a 2016 electoral victory? Four factors propelled him into the
White House. First, Trump’s long career as a public celebrity gave him
an identity and “brand” widely known to the public and which generated
massive free media coverage as a candidate. Second, Trump and his
campaign ably used social media to further amplify his message. Third,
decades of polarized political elites, governmental professionalism and
mounting popular discontent made an “outsider” message attractive to
millions of voters in 2016. Fourth, Trump was blessed with a political
opponent, Hillary Clinton, who represented the polarized and
professional governing class that Trump rightly saw as an inviting target
for his outsider message and demeanor. That is how Trump happened.
Overcoming Polarization in the Public Square - Lauren Swayne Barthold
2020-06-22
This book describes how civic dialogue can serve as an antidote to a
polarized public square. It argues that when pervasive polarization
renders rational and fact-based argumentation ineffective, we first need
to engage in a way that builds trust. Civic dialogue is a form of
structured discourse that utilizes first-person narratives in order to
promote trust, openness, and mutual understanding. By creating a
dialogic structure that encourages listening and reflection, particularities
and differences about fraught identities can be expressed in such a way
that leads to the possibility of connecting through our fundamental,
shared, and deeply felt humanity. Drawing on Plato, Buber, Gadamer,
Dewey, cognitive bias research, as well as the work of dialogue
practitioners, Lauren Swayne Barthold provides a sustained defense of
civic dialogue as an effective strategy for avoiding futile political
arguments and for creating pluralistic democratic communities.
Culture War? - Morris P. Fiorina 2011
This text combines polling data with detailed narrative to debunk
commonly-believed myths about American politics--particularly the claim
that Americans are deeply divided in their fundamental political views.
Authoritarianism and Polarization in American Politics - Marc J.
the-polarized-public

Hetherington 2009-08-24
Although politics at the elite level has been polarized for some time, a
scholarly controversy has raged over whether ordinary Americans are
polarized. This book argues that they are and that the reason is growing
polarization of worldviews - what guides people's view of right and wrong
and good and evil. These differences in worldview are rooted in what
Marc J. Hetherington and Jonathan D. Weiler describe as
authoritarianism. They show that differences of opinion concerning the
most provocative issues on the contemporary issue agenda - about race,
gay marriage, illegal immigration, and the use of force to resolve security
problems - reflect differences in individuals' levels of authoritarianism.
This makes authoritarianism an especially compelling explanation of
contemporary American politics. Events and strategic political decisions
have conspired to make all these considerations more salient. The
authors demonstrate that the left and the right have coalesced around
these opposing worldviews, which has provided politics with more
incandescent hues than before.
Polarized - Steven E. Schier 2016-01-01
This concise text takes an in depth look at the ideological foundations of
the contemporary American political machine of parties, politicians, the
media, and the public. Beginning with a redefinition of contemporary
liberalism and conservatism, Steven E. Shier and Todd E. Eberly develop
a comprehensive examination of ideology in all branches of American
national and state governments. Investigations into ideologies reveal a
seeming paradox of a representative political system defined by ever
growing divisions and a public that continues to self describe itself as
politically moderate.
Disconnect - Morris P. Fiorina 2012-03-30
Red states, blue states . . . are we no longer the United States? Morris P.
Fiorina here examines today’s party system to reassess arguments about
party polarization while offering a cogent overview of the American
electorate. Building on the arguments of Fiorina’s acclaimed Culture
War? The Myth of a Polarized America, this book explains how
contemporary politics differs from that of previous eras and considers
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what might be done to overcome the unproductive politics of recent
decades. Drawing on polling results and other data, Fiorina examines the
disconnect between an unrepresentative “political class” and the
citizenry it purports to represent, showing how politicians have become
more polarized while voters remain moderate; how politicians’ rhetoric
and activities reflect hot-button issues that are not public priorities; and
how politicians’ dogmatic, divisive, and uncivil style of “debate” contrasts
with the more civil discourse of ordinary Americans, who tend to be more
polite and open to compromise than their leaders. Disconnect depicts
politicians out of touch with the larger public, distorting issues and
information to appeal to narrow interest groups. It can help readers
better understand the political divide between leaders and the American
public—and help steer a course for change.
Public Policy, Governance and Polarization - David K. Jesuit 2017-07-06
Polarization is widely diagnosed as a major cause of the decline of
evidence-based policy making and public engagement-based styles of
policy making. It creates an environment where hardened partisan
viewpoints on major policy questions are less amenable to negotiation,
compromise or change. Polarization is not a temporary situation – it is
the “new normal.” Public Policy, Governance and Polarization seeks to
provide a theoretical foundation for scholars and policy makers who need
to understand the powerful and often disruptive forces that have arisen
in Europe and North America over the past decade. Academics and
practitioners need to better understand this growing trend and to find
ways in which it may be managed so that policy solutions to these threats
may be developed and implemented. Researchers and future
policymakers in fields such as public administration, public management
and public policy need to recognise how institutional design, corporatist
interest group systems and different pedagogical approaches may help
them understand, discuss and work beyond policy polarization. Edited by
two leading political science scholars, this book aims to begin that
process.
Polarized America, second edition - Nolan McCarty 2016-03-04
Updated analysis of how the increasing polarization of American politics
the-polarized-public

has been accompanied and accelerated by greater income inequality. The
idea of America as politically polarized—that there is an unbridgeable
divide between right and left, red and blue states—has become a cliché.
What commentators miss, however, is that increasing polarization has
been closely accompanied by fundamental social and economic
changes—most notably, a parallel rise in income inequality. In this
second edition of Polarized America, Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole, and
Howard Rosenthal use the latest data to examine the relationships of
polarization, wealth disparity, immigration, and other forces. They find
that inequality feeds directly into political polarization, and polarization
in turn creates policies that further increase inequality. Paul Krugman
called the first edition of Polarized America “Important.... Essential
reading for anyone who wants to understand what's happening to
America.” The second edition has been thoroughly brought up to date.
All statistical analyses, tables, and figures have been updated with data
that run through 2012 or 2014, and the text has been revised to reflect
the latest evidence. The chapter on campaign finance has been
completely rewritten (with Adam Bonica as coauthor); the analysis shows
that with so much “soft” money coming from very wealthy ideological
extremists, there is even greater campaign contribution inequality than
income inequality.
Uncivil Agreement - Lilliana Mason 2018-04-16
Political polarization in America is at an all-time high, and the conflict
has moved beyond disagreements about matters of policy. For the first
time in more than twenty years, research has shown that members of
both parties hold strongly unfavorable views of their opponents. This is
polarization rooted in social identity, and it is growing. The campaign
and election of Donald Trump laid bare this fact of the American
electorate, its successful rhetoric of “us versus them” tapping into a
powerful current of anger and resentment. With Uncivil Agreement,
Lilliana Mason looks at the growing social gulf across racial, religious,
and cultural lines, which have recently come to divide neatly between the
two major political parties. She argues that group identifications have
changed the way we think and feel about ourselves and our opponents.
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Even when Democrats and Republicans can agree on policy outcomes,
they tend to view one other with distrust and to work for party victory
over all else. Although the polarizing effects of social divisions have
simplified our electoral choices and increased political engagement, they
have not been a force that is, on balance, helpful for American
democracy. Bringing together theory from political science and social
psychology, Uncivil Agreement clearly describes this increasingly
“social” type of polarization in American politics and will add much to
our understanding of contemporary politics.
Authoritarianism and Polarization in American Politics - Marc J.
Hetherington 2009-08-24
Although politics at the elite level has been polarized for some time, a
scholarly controversy has raged over whether ordinary Americans are
polarized. This book argues that they are and that the reason is growing
polarization of worldviews - what guides people's view of right and wrong
and good and evil. These differences in worldview are rooted in what
Marc J. Hetherington and Jonathan D. Weiler describe as
authoritarianism. They show that differences of opinion concerning the
most provocative issues on the contemporary issue agenda - about race,
gay marriage, illegal immigration, and the use of force to resolve security
problems - reflect differences in individuals' levels of authoritarianism.
Events and strategic political decisions have conspired to make all these
considerations more salient. The authors demonstrate that the left and
the right have coalesced around these opposing worldviews, which has
provided politics with more incandescent hues than before.
Why We're Polarized - Ezra Klein 2020-01-28
One of Bill Gates's "5 books to read this summer," this New York Times
and Wall Street Journal bestseller shows us that America’s political
system isn’t broken. The truth is scarier: it’s working exactly as
designed. In this “superbly researched” (The Washington Post) and
timely book, journalist Ezra Klein reveals how that system is polarizing
us—and how we are polarizing it—with disastrous results. “The American
political system—which includes everyone from voters to journalists to
the president—is full of rational actors making rational decisions given
the-polarized-public

the incentives they face,” writes political analyst Ezra Klein. “We are a
collection of functional parts whose efforts combine into a dysfunctional
whole.” “A thoughtful, clear and persuasive analysis” (The New York
Times Book Review), Why We’re Polarized reveals the structural and
psychological forces behind America’s descent into division and
dysfunction. Neither a polemic nor a lament, this book offers a clear
framework for understanding everything from Trump’s rise to the
Democratic Party’s leftward shift to the politicization of everyday culture.
America is polarized, first and foremost, by identity. Everyone engaged
in American politics is engaged, at some level, in identity politics. Over
the past fifty years in America, our partisan identities have merged with
our racial, religious, geographic, ideological, and cultural identities.
These merged identities have attained a weight that is breaking much in
our politics and tearing at the bonds that hold this country together.
Klein shows how and why American politics polarized around identity in
the 20th century, and what that polarization did to the way we see the
world and one another. And he traces the feedback loops between
polarized political identities and polarized political institutions that are
driving our system toward crisis. “Well worth reading” (New York
magazine), this is an “eye-opening” (O, The Oprah Magazine) book that
will change how you look at politics—and perhaps at yourself.
Polarized Politics - Jon R. Bond 2000
This timely new collection of original essays, written by some of the most
prominent scholars in the field, addresses how the recent rise in partisan
politics has affected congressional-presidential relations. In each of the
chapters, contributors present original research that enhances students'
understanding of how partisanship affects politics at the national level.
Offering insight into the interaction of the presidential & congressional
branches from their respective vantage points, the essays in this volume
cover a range of subjects including presidential agenda-setting in
Congress, lawmaking in a partisan era, & competition between
presidents & their parties over defining party identities in the public
arena.
Perceptions of a Polarized Court - Michael F. Salamone 2018-10-31
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Like our divided nation, the Supreme Court is polarized. But does a split
among Supreme Court justices—particularly when it occurs along
ideological lines—hurt public perception and the Court’s ability to muster
popular support for its rulings? Michael Salamone’s Perceptions of a
Polarized Court offers the first comprehensive, empirical analysis of how
divisiveness affects the legitimacy of the Court’s decisions. Salamone
looks specifically at the Roberts Court years—which are characterized by
unprecedented ideological and partisan polarization among the
justices—to evaluate the public consequences of divided Supreme Court
rulings. He also analyzes both the media’s treatment of Supreme Court
decisions and public opinion toward the Court’s rulings to show how
public acceptance is (or is not) affected. Salmone contends that judicial
polarization has had an impact on the manner in which journalists report
on the Supreme Court. However, contrary to expectation, Court dissent
may help secure public support by tapping into core democratic values.
Solutions to Political Polarization in America - Nathaniel Persily
2015-04-27
Political polarization dominates discussions of contemporary American
politics. Despite widespread agreement that the dysfunction in the
political system can be attributed to political polarization, commentators
cannot come to a consensus on what that means. The coarseness of our
political discourse, the ideological distance between opposing partisans,
and, most of all, an inability to pass much-needed and widely supported
policies all stem from the polarization in our politics. This volume
assembles several top analysts of American politics to focus on solutions
to polarization. The proposals range from constitutional change to goodgovernment reforms to measures to strengthen political parties. Each
tackles one or more aspects of America's polarization problem. This book
begins a serious dialogue about reform proposals to address the
obstacles that polarization poses for contemporary governance.
Breaking the Social Media Prism - Chris Bail 2022-09-27
A revealing look at how user behavior is powering deep social divisions
online—and how we might yet defeat political tribalism on social media
In an era of increasing social isolation, platforms like Facebook and
the-polarized-public

Twitter are among the most important tools we have to understand each
other. We use social media as a mirror to decipher our place in society
but, as Chris Bail explains, it functions more like a prism that distorts our
identities, empowers status-seeking extremists, and renders moderates
all but invisible. Breaking the Social Media Prism challenges common
myths about echo chambers, foreign misinformation campaigns, and
radicalizing algorithms, revealing that the solution to political tribalism
lies deep inside ourselves. Drawing on innovative online experiments and
in-depth interviews with social media users from across the political
spectrum, this book explains why stepping outside of our echo chambers
can make us more polarized, not less. Bail takes you inside the minds of
online extremists through vivid narratives that trace their lives on the
platforms and off—detailing how they dominate public discourse at the
expense of the moderate majority. Wherever you stand on the spectrum
of user behavior and political opinion, he offers fresh solutions to counter
political tribalism from the bottom up and the top down. He introduces
new apps and bots to help readers avoid misperceptions and engage in
better conversations with the other side. Finally, he explores what the
virtual public square might look like if we could hit "reset" and redesign
social media from scratch through a first-of-its-kind experiment on a new
social media platform built for scientific research. Providing data-driven
recommendations for strengthening our social media connections,
Breaking the Social Media Prism shows how to combat online
polarization without deleting our accounts.
American Gridlock - James A. Thurber 2015-11-12
American Gridlock is a comprehensive analysis of polarization
encompassing national and state politics, voters, elites, activists, the
media, and the three branches of government.
Civic Fusion - Susan Lisa Podziba 2012
Bringing together the forces of political debate, this book outlines civic
fusion and the process of successful public policy mediation. To help
mediators understand how powerful the tool of mediation is and help
them reach their full potential, this guide outlines what civic fusion is
and provides real world examples of cases with positive outcomes. The
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book examines what mediators aspire to do, what they actually do, and
outlines what needs to be done to bring disparate groups of people
together to reach agreements on complicated public policy questions. To
help you understand, achieve and sustain civic fusion, this guide will help
you construct the metaphor of civic fusion and describe how passion,
power, and conflict provide the energy for it; discusses three projects:
the Chelsea charter consensus process; the construction cranes and
derricks negotiated rulemaking; and abortion talks; describes what it
takes to build a foundation for civic fusion; and much more!
Polarization - Nolan McCarty 2019
"The weeks following the election and inauguration of Donald J. Trump
have been a time for reflection about the state of American politics and
its deep ideological, cultural, racial, regional, and economic divisions.
But one aspect that the contemporary discussions often miss is that these
fissures have been opening over several decades and are deeply rooted
in the structure of American politics and society. Long before the
historically divisive presidential election of 2016, the polarization of
American politics has been an important concern of scholars, journalists,
and elected officials. Unfortunately, there have been few, if any, attempts
to synthesize these debates in ways that are accessible to the educated
general public. Polarization: What Everyone Needs to Know
Red and Blue Nation? - Pietro S. Nivola 2007-05-01
Analysts and pundits increasingly perceive a widening gulf between "red
states" and "blue states." Yet the research to support that perception is
scattered and sometimes difficult to parse. America's polarized politics, it
is said, poses fundamental dangers for democratic and accountable
government. Heightened partisanship is thought to degrade deliberation
in Congress and threaten the integrity of other institutions, from the
courts to the media. But, how deep do the country's political divisions
actually run? Are they truly wreaking havoc upon the social fabric? Has
America become a house divided? This important new book, Red and
Blue Nation?, gets to the bottom of this perplexing issue. The first of two
volumes cosponsored by Brookings and the Hoover Institution carefully
considers the extent to which polarized views among political leaders
the-polarized-public

and activists are reflected in the population at large. It pays particular
attention to factors such as the increased influence of religion and the
changing nature of the media. The authors show that while the severity
of the country's "culture wars" is often overstated, significant fissures
have opened. In Red and Blue Nation? leading journalists and scholars
combine their different insights to enrich our understanding of the issue,
offering thoughtful analyses of the underlying problems. This
comprehensive and accessible discussion of the polarization debate will
be an essential resource for policymakers, scholars, and anyone
interested in the health of American public discourse. Contributors
include Alan I. Abramowitz (Emory University), David W. Brady (Hoover
Institution), Peter Beinart (The New Republic), Sarah A. Binder
(Brookings Institution), James Campbell (State University of New York at
Buffalo), Carl Cannon (National Journal), E.J. Dionne, Jr. (Brookings
Institution), Gregg Easterbrook (Brookings Institution), Thomas B. Edsall
(Washington Post), Morris P. Fiorina (Hoover Institution), William A.
Galston (Brookings Institution), Hahrie C. Han (Wellesley College), Gary
C. Jacobson (University of California, San Diego), Andrew Kohut (Pew
Research Center for The People & The Press), Matthew Levendusky
(Stanford University), Thomas E. Mann (Brookings Institution), Diana C.
Mutz (University of Pennsylvania), Pietro S. Nivola (Brookings
Institution), Tom Rosenstiel (Project for Excellence in Journalism), and
Alan Wolfe (Boston College).
Why Washington Won't Work - Marc J. Hetherington 2015-09-14
Major polls all report that "trust in government is at an all-time low" in
the United States. At the same time, polarization is at an all-time high.
Hetheringon and Rudolph's timely book demonstrates a direct link
between polarization and the decline of political trust in America. And
it's not just legislators and party leaders who are polarized, but ordinary
Americans. Drawing on a cornucopia of evidence and data, the authors
show that since the early 2000s polarization in the electorate has
increasingly been rooted not in ideological or policy differences, but, for
the first time, in extremely negative feelings toward the other party. To
an unprecedented degree, Republicans and Democrats simply do not like
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each other. These polarized feelings are central to why trust in
government has polarized which, in turn, is central to "why Washington
won't work." On most issues, presidents and other party leaders can
convince their own party faithful in the electorate to support their
positions. In order to pass legislation, however, a public consensus is
needed to push policymakers toward action. Some proportion of the outparty partisans and independents have to have enough trust in
government to make an ideological sacrifice and form that consensus. As
the authors persuasively explain, this is no longer occurring. Far from
being a long-term and relatively stable psychological trait, political trust
is highly variable and contingent. Whether or not one trusts government
will vary depending on whether one's party is in control, what part of
government one is referring to, and what policies or events are most
salient. Political trust increases, for example, when the public identifies
international issues as most important (as during the 1950s and 60s).
They also find that the effects of economic performance on political trust
are asymmetric: weak economies harm trust more than strong economies
help it. Ultimately, Hetherington and Rudolph have to conclude that it is
unlikely political trust will ever to return to 1960s levels (a high point in
the US) for any length of time unless international concerns again
dominate politics and, just as important, the economy becomes
consistently strong.
Red and Blue Nation? - Pietro S. Nivola 2008-04-01
America's polarized politics are largely disconnected from mainstream
public preferences. This disconnect poses fundamental dangers for the
representativeness and accountability of government, as well as the
already withering public trust in it. As the 2008 presidential race kicks
into gear, the political climate certainly will not become less polarized.
With important issues to address—including immigration policy, health
care, and the funding of the Iraq war—it is critical that essential policies
not be hostage to partisan political battles. Building upon the findings of
the first volume of Red and Blue Nation? (Brookings, 2006), which
explored the extent of political polarization and its potential causes, this
new volume delves into the consequences of the gulf between "red
the-polarized-public

states" and "blue states." The authors examine the impact of these
political divisions on voter behavior, Congressional law-making, judicial
selection, and foreign policy formation. They shed light on hotly debated
institutional reform proposals—including changes to the electoral system
and the congressional rules of engagement—and ultimately present
research-supported policies and reforms for alleviating the underlying
causes of political polarization. While most discussion of polarization
takes place in separate spheres of journalism and academia, Red and
Blue Nation? brings together a unique set of voices with a wide variety of
perspectives to enrich our understanding of the issue. Written in a broad,
accessible style, it is a resource for anyone interested in the future of
electoral politics in America. Contributors include Marc Hetherington
and John G. Geer (Vanderbilt University), Deborah Jordan Brooks
(Dartmouth College), Martin P. Wattenberg (University of California,
Irvine), Barbara Sinclair and Joel D. Aberbach (UCLA), Christopher H.
Foreman (University of Maryland), Keith Krehbiel (Stanford University),
Sarah A. Binder, Benjamin Wittes, Jonathan Rauch, and William A.
Galston (Brookings), Martin Shapiro (University of California–Berkeley),
Peter Beinart (Council on Foreign Relations), James Q. Wilson
(Pepperdine University), John Ferejohn and Larry Diamond (Hoover
Institution), Laurel Harbridge (Stanford University), Andrea L. Campbell
(MIT), and Eric M. Patashnik (University of Virginia).
Trust in a Polarized Age - Kevin Vallier 2020-10-21
Americans today don't trust each other and their institutions as much as
they once did, fueling destructive ideological conflicts and hardened
partisanship. In Trust in a Polarized Age, political philosopher Kevin
Vallier argues that to build social trust and reduce polarization, we must
strengthen liberal democratic institutions--high-quality governance,
procedural fairness, markets, social welfare programs, freedom of
association, and democracy. Theseinstitutions not only create trust, they
do so justly, by recognizing and respecting our basic rights.
Network Propaganda - Yochai Benkler 2018-09-17
This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND
4.0 International licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online
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and offered as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access
locations. Is social media destroying democracy? Are Russian
propaganda or "Fake news" entrepreneurs on Facebook undermining our
sense of a shared reality? A conventional wisdom has emerged since the
election of Donald Trump in 2016 that new technologies and their
manipulation by foreign actors played a decisive role in his victory and
are responsible for the sense of a "post-truth" moment in which
disinformation and propaganda thrives. Network Propaganda challenges
that received wisdom through the most comprehensive study yet
published on media coverage of American presidential politics from the
start of the election cycle in April 2015 to the one year anniversary of the
Trump presidency. Analysing millions of news stories together with
Twitter and Facebook shares, broadcast television and YouTube, the
book provides a comprehensive overview of the architecture of
contemporary American political communications. Through data analysis
and detailed qualitative case studies of coverage of immigration, Clinton
scandals, and the Trump Russia investigation, the book finds that the
right-wing media ecosystem operates fundamentally differently than the
rest of the media environment. The authors argue that longstanding
institutional, political, and cultural patterns in American politics
interacted with technological change since the 1970s to create a
propaganda feedback loop in American conservative media. This dynamic
has marginalized centre-right media and politicians, radicalized the right
wing ecosystem, and rendered it susceptible to propaganda efforts,
foreign and domestic. For readers outside the United States, the book
offers a new perspective and methods for diagnosing the sources of, and
potential solutions for, the perceived global crisis of democratic politics.
Reflections on the Challenges of Writing a (pre-)history of the
"polarized" Present - Thomas Zimmer 2019
Abstract: Polarization is everywhere. It is, according to the Pew Research
Center, "a defining feature of American politics today." Elected officials,
journalists, and political pundits seem to agree that it is a severe
problem in urgent need of fixing, maybe even the root of all evil that
plagues the United States, from dysfunction in Congress to the decay of
the-polarized-public

social and cultural norms. Many historians, too, have embraced the
concept of polarization for its explanatory power: It has emerged as the
closest thing to a master narrative for recent American history. In this
interpretation, the "liberal consensus" that had dominated mid-twentiethcentury American politics and intellectual life--the widely shared
acceptance of New Deal philosophy and broad agreement on the
desirable contours of society and the pursuit of certain kinds of public
good--gave way after the 1960s to an age of heightened tension, dividing
Americans into two camps that since then have regarded each other with
deepening distrust. Yet too few historians have reflected on the limits
and potential pitfalls of using polarization as a governing historical
paradigm. It is high time, therefore, to pause to consider the larger
implications of approaching the past through the prism of polarization
Political Polarization in American Politics - John Sides 2015-03-12
Political Polarization in American Politics provides short, accessible
chapters about the nature and extent of political polarization within the
American public and in American political institutions. These chapters
capture the central ideas and debates in political science research on
polarization, and are written by leading scholars in this subfield. Each
chapter is accompanied by discussion questions and a guide to further
reading, making this a great addition to any course looking at issues of
polarization.
Dangerous Instrument - Michael A. Robinson 2022-11
As increasingly contentious politics in the United States raise concerns
over the "politicization" of traditionally non-partisan institutions, many
have turned their attention to how the American military has been--and
will be--affected by this trend. Since a low point following the end of the
Vietnam War, the U.S. military has experienced a dramatic reversal of
public opinion, becoming one of the most trusted institutions in American
society. However, this trend is more complicated than it appears: just as
individuals have become fonder of their military, they have also become
increasingly polarized from one another along partisan lines. The result
is a new political environment rife with challenges to traditional civilmilitary norms. In a data-driven analysis of contemporary American
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attitudes, Dangerous Instrument examines the current state of U.S. civilmilitary affairs, probing how the public views their military and the effect
that partisan tribalism may have on that relationship in the future.
Michael A. Robinson studies the sources and potential limits of American
trust in the armed services, focusing on the interplay of the public,
political parties, media outlets, and the military itself on the prospect of
politicization and its associated challenges. As democratic institutions
face persistent pressure worldwide, Dangerous Instrument provides
important insights into the contemporary arc of American civil-military
affairs and delivers recommendations on ways to preserve a non-partisan
military.
Pop Culture, Politics, and the News - Joel Penney 2022-09-27
In Pop Culture, Politics, and the News, Joel Penney explores how pop
culture news has taken on an important role in contemporary political
discourse. Through coverage of topics like Hollywood diversity, celebrity
controversy, and "cancel culture" backlash, entertainment journalism has
emerged as a key source of political information and commentary,
providing audiences with an accessible lens into some of the most hotbutton issues of our time. Yet due to the "clickbait" economics of the
polarized digital news business, the quality of entertainment journalism
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is often compromised, and consequently, people view pop culture
coverage as "soft news" with little substance or public value. Very little is
known about how this journalism is produced and consumed as a
component of the digital news ecosystem. Moreover, we lack a measured
sense of its potential impact on the political interests and knowledge of
its audiences, the politics of the entertainment industry it covers, and the
shape of public debate more broadly. Drawing on interviews with
entertainment journalists and testimonials from news audiences who
share these stories on social media, Joel Penney argues for the
importance of reframing our understanding of impactful journalism and
persuasive political communication when culture and identity have
moved thoroughly to the center of U.S. public discourse. Moreover,
Penney examines how audiences engage with this highly accessible and
emotionally resonant form of journalism and use it as a resource for
political expression and discussion, raising important questions about
how it can serve as a bridge to public issue engagement as well as a
potential distraction from on-the-ground political concerns. As a cuttingedge, data-rich analysis of the blurring boundaries between
entertainment, politics, social media activism, and partisan journalism,
Pop Culture, Politics, and the News makes a major contribution to public
scholarship on the shifting digital information landscape.
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